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Abstract
We analyze the Ising model on a random surface with a boundary magnetic field
using matrix model techniques. We are able to exactly calculate the disk amplitude,
boundary magnetization and bulk magnetization in the presence of a boundary field.
The results of these calculations can be interpreted in terms of renormalization group
flow induced by the boundary operator. In the continuum limit this RG flow corre-
sponds to the flow from non-conformal to conformal boundary conditions which has
recently been studied in flat space theories.
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1 Introduction
Simple statistical mechanical lattice models, such as the Ising model, have been used for
many years to gain insight into the behavior of a wide range of physical systems. The great
utility of such simple models arises from the fact that in many cases they are exactly solvable.
It is a remarkable fact that some questions which seem analytically intractable for models
on a regular lattice yield exact solutions when the underlying lattice is itself taken to be a
random element of a larger statistical ensemble. An example of such a situation is the Ising
model with a bulk magnetic field. Although this model has not been analytically solved on
a fixed lattice, it is possible to exactly compute the partition function and magnetization of
the model on a random lattice [1].
In this paper, we consider the Ising model on a random lattice in the presence of a
magnetic field on the boundary, rather than in the bulk. Again, this corresponds to a
problem which does not seem to be analytically solvable on a fixed lattice. Summing over
random lattices, however, we find that the partition function and magnetizations can be
calculated exactly.
The Ising model on a random two-dimensional lattice can be described in terms of a
matrix model. A great deal of technology has been developed to deal with matrix models,
primarily as a tool for studying string theory. The techniques we use here were derived in
an earlier pair of papers [2, 3], and are related to methods described in [4, 5]. Some of the
results which we describe here appeared in a previous letter [6].
The Ising model on a regular lattice with a boundary magnetic field was studied many
years ago [7]. This model has been of renewed interest recently because in the continuum
limit, where the lattice spacing is taken to zero, it gives a simple example of a two-dimensional
field theory which is conformal in the bulk but which has boundary conditions breaking
conformal invariance [8, 9, 10]. The only boundary conditions for the Ising model which
preserve conformal invariance [11] are free boundary conditions (where the boundary field h
vanishes), and fixed spin boundary conditions (where h = ±∞). Putting an arbitrary field
h on the boundary generates a renormalization group (RG) flow from the free boundary
condition to the fixed boundary condition [12].
For a matrix model corresponding to fields on a random surface, a continuum limit can
also be taken. In this limit, the theory describes conformal matter fields coupled to 2D
quantum gravity. In this paper we take the continuum limit of the disk partition function
and magnetizations and consider the implications of our results for the resulting theory of
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c = 1/2 matter coupled to gravity. In particular, we find that the results are in accord with
the hypothesis that the RG flow which has been understood in flat space is present in an
appropriate form in the theory with gravity.
One provocative feature of our results is that as the boundary magnetic field is increased,
except for a jump discontinuity when the field becomes nonzero, the expectation value of
the magnetization of a randomly chosen spin in the bulk decreases. This counterintuitive
result may be explained in terms of the effects of the matter fields on the geometry —
roughly speaking, the increase in magnetic field produces a long “throat” which separates
the boundary from the bulk and which increases the average distance of a bulk spin from the
boundary, effectively decreasing the bulk magnetization. However, this result is also found
to be a finite volume effect which may depend upon the precise choice of how the random
lattice ensemble is defined.
Another context in which this work may be relevant is the current discussion of D-branes
in string theory (see for example [13]). Just as there are two conformally invariant boundary
conditions for the Ising theory, a conformal field theory of a single bosonic field can have
two conformally invariant boundary conditions: Neumann and Dirichlet. Considering the
continuum limit of the Ising model as a single free fermion, free and fixed Ising boundary con-
ditions are related through supersymmetry to Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions
on a bosonic field. The fact that RG flow behaves similarly in flat space and in the presence
of a fluctuating metric suggests that perhaps Dirichlet boundary conditions in superstring
theory naturally arise as an RG limit of a non-conformal boundary term.
In Section 2 of this paper we describe the discrete model we will use for the Ising model on
a random surface. In Section 3 we apply the methods of [2] to this model, explicitly deriving
a quartic equation satisfied by the disk amplitude and locating the associated critical point.
In Section 4 we take the continuum limit of the disk amplitude. In Section 5 we discuss the
general formalism we will use for calculating magnetizations, and we apply this in Sections
6 and 7 to compute the boundary and bulk magnetizations on the disk. In Section 8 we
discuss implications of our results for renormalization group flow, duality, and the effects of
gravity on the behavior of the matter theory.
2 The model
A discretized theory of c = 1/2 matter coupled to 2D quantum gravity is described by the
Ising model on a randomly triangulated surface. At the center of each (equilateral) triangle
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on the surface lives a single Ising spin, coupled to its nearest neighbors. This theory can be
described by a matrix model [1] with partition function
Z(g, c) =
∫
DU DV exp (−NS(U, V )) , (1)
where the action is given by
S =
1
2
Tr (U2 + V 2)− cTr UV − g
3
Tr (U3 + V 3) . (2)
In these expressions, U and V are N×N hermitian matrices representing up and down spins
respectively, g is a coupling constant corresponding to a Boltzmann weight for each triangle
on the surface, and c describes the coupling between Ising spins. (This c is unrelated to the
central charge.) The partition function can be expanded in a power series in g and 1/N , and
the coefficient of gkN2−2h is then given by a summation of the Ising partition function over
all triangulations of a genus h Riemann surface by k triangles.
We are interested in amplitudes corresponding to various boundary conditions on spins
living on a genus zero surface with boundary. For example, the disk amplitude for a configu-
ration of plus and minus spins on the boundary, represented by an ordered string w(U, V ) of
the matrices U and V , is given by the large-N limit of the matrix model expectation value,
pw = lim
N→∞
1
N
〈Tr w(U, V )〉 . (3)
(Since we will always be interested in the large-N limit, henceforth we will suppress the
explicit 1/N in expectation values.) Again, pw can be expanded in a power series in g, with
the coefficient of gk giving the sum over all disk triangulations by k triangles with a boundary
having a fixed length and spin configuration w(+,−).
There are two types of conformally invariant boundary condition in the Ising theory:
“fixed” (corresponding to all boundary spins aligned) and “free” (corresponding to an equally
weighted sum of all possible boundary spin configurations). For each of these we can define a
generating function which encodes the amplitudes. Fixed boundary conditions are described
by
φ˜fixed(u) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr Uk〉uk , (4)
while free boundary conditions are described by
φ˜free(x) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr (U + V )k〉xk . (5)
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The Ising model in this set of variables is symmetric under interchange of U and V (corre-
sponding to the symmetry under spin reversal). The generating function for fixed boundary
conditions can therefore also be described by summing over amplitudes with all V ’s on the
boundary.
An alternative coupling of discretized c = 1/2 matter to 2D quantum gravity is obtained
by considering the dual Ising model on a random surface [14]. The partition function of
the dual model is defined once again as a sum over surfaces with Ising spins at the face of
each plaquette, where now the plaquettes may be polygons with arbitrary numbers of sides,
but the coordination number at each vertex is constrained to be equal to three. Such a
configuration is equivalent through duality to a triangulation in the original theory, but with
spins located at vertices rather than on faces. The dual model may also be described as a
theory of two matrices X and Y , with action
S =
(1− c)
2
Tr X2 +
(1 + c)
2
Tr Y 2 − ĝ
3
Tr (X3 + 3XY 2) . (6)
There are once again two types of conformally invariant boundary conditions, fixed and free.
In the dual model the matrix variables X and Y do not refer to the state of individual spins,
but rather to the relative state of two spins across an edge; X denotes an edge separating
two equal spins, while Y denotes a boundary between two opposite spins. The generating
function for fixed boundary conditions is therefore
φ̂fixed(x) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr Xk〉xk , (7)
while free boundary conditions are described by
φ̂free(u) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr (X + Y )k〉uk . (8)
Note that the dual model is symmetric under Y → −Y ; it is therefore the generating function
for free boundary conditions which has an alternative description in these variables, as a sum
over 〈Tr (X − Y )k〉. (Amplitudes with an odd number of boundary Y ’s vanish identically.)
Although the original and dual formulations of the Ising model represent different cou-
plings to 2D gravity, there is a simple transformation that relates the original action (2) to
the dual action (6):
X → 1√
2
(U + V )
Y → 1√
2
(U − V ) (9)
ĝ → g/
√
2 .
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As a consequence, the partition functions for the two models on surfaces with no boundaries
are identical. This does not, however, guarantee that all correlation functions in the two
theories agree, since the transformation (9) has a nontrivial action on the states and operators
of the theory. For example, the disorder operator Y in the dual theory is taken into the spin
operator U−V in the original theory. Similarly, the role of free and fixed boundary conditions
is interchanged; we have
φ˜fixed(u) = φ̂free(u/
√
2) ,
φ˜free(x) = φ̂fixed(
√
2x) .
(10)
The (Kramers-Wannier, or T-) duality of the model relates a specified state (fixed, free,
or with additional operator insertions) in the original form of the model to the same state
in the dual version. Although in the discrete version of the theory, this duality symmetry
is explicitly violated by finite volume effects, it seems likely that the duality symmetry is
restored for all correlation functions in the continuum limit. Evidence for duality in the
continuum limit at genus zero was presented in [15, 3], and the issue of higher genus was
explored in [16, 17, 18].
Our interest in this paper is in non-conformally-invariant boundary conditions, which
may be thought of as arising from the introduction of boundary fields or couplings. We
therefore consider the original model in a new set of matrix variables Q, R, defined by
Q = ehU + e−hV ,
R = ehU − e−hV .
(11)
Substituting these into the original action (2), we obtain
S = 1
4
Tr [(cosh(2h)− c)Q2 + (cosh(2h) + c)R2 − 2 sinh(2h)QR]
− g
12
Tr [cosh(3h)(Q3 + 3QR2)− sinh(3h)(3Q2R +R3)] .
(12)
In this set of variables we can calculate the generating function for disk amplitudes with all
Q’s on the boundary,
φ(q, h) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr (ehU + e−hV )k〉qk =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr Qk〉qk . (13)
This generating function describes boundary conditions which interpolate between fixed and
free. The parameter h can be thought of as a boundary magnetic field applied to otherwise
free boundary conditions; for h = 0 we recover φ˜free in the original model, while for h = ±∞
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the boundary spins are all driven to one value and we recover φ˜fixed. Note that although the
h → ±∞ limit appears to be singular, this is just an issue of normalization, which can be
absorbed by a constant rescaling of q. Indeed, we shall see that although the critical value
of q goes to zero as h→ ±∞ with the chosen normalization, all quantities of interest (such
as φ for example) are well behaved in these limits.
3 Loop equations for correlation functions
The process of calculating the generating function φ(q) was described and essentially carried
out in [2], without the explicit solution being written down. Here we will review the basics
of that procedure, and examine the solution in detail. (The discussion in [2] was framed in
terms of non-commuting variables; for our purposes here we may skip directly to functions
of a single variable.)
We begin by defining an additional set of generating functions φw(q,r)(q). These functions
describe disks whose boundaries include a fixed string of matrices w(Q,R), plus any number
of additional Q’s:
φw(q,r)(q) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr w(Q,R)Qk〉qk . (14)
For example, we have
φrqr(q) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr RQRQk〉qk (15)
= prqr + qprqrq + q
2prqrqq + q
3prqrqqq + . . . . (16)
Recall that pw(q,r) is the amplitude for a disk with boundary specified by the string w(q, r);
thus pq corresponds to a single boundary edge labelled q, pr corresponds to a single boundary
edge labelled r, and p0 = 1 corresponds to no boundaries.
We will also introduce a derivative operator Dq which acts on power series in q. Its effect
is to annihilate terms independent of q, and to remove one power of q from all other terms:
Dqq
k =
{
0 for k = 0 ,
qk−1 for k ≥ 1 . (17)
The action of Dq on a generating function is to remove any constant term and divide the
remainder by q. For example,
Dqφ = q
−1(φ− 1) ,
D2qφ = q
−2(φ− 1− pqq) ,
Dqφr = q
−1(φr − pr) ,
(18)
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Figure 1: Decomposition of φr. Removal of the external edge marked R on the left hand
side leads to one of the possibilities shown on the right hand side, depending on whether
that edge was connected to another exterior edge or an interior triangle.
and so on.
We can now derive a set of loop equations which relate these functions to each other, by
considering the possible outcomes of removing a marked edge on the boundary. For example,
let us examine the effect of removing the edge marked R from the disks represented by φr(q).
Since φr represents a sum over various triangulated geometries of the disk, we can consider
the effect of removing R from each of the terms separately. For each term, there are two basic
possibilities: the edge might be identified with another edge elsewhere on the boundary, or
it might belong to a triangle. In the first case, removing the marked edge and the one it
was connected to leaves two disconnected triangulations, both with all Q’s on the boundary
and therefore representing φ(q). In the second case, removing the triangle reveals two new
boundary edges, which may be marked with two Q’s, two R’s, or one Q and one R; these
alternatives relate the initial generating function to D2qφ, φrr, and Dqφr. This decomposition
of φr is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The amount which each term contributes to φr can
be derived from the action (12), as detailed in [2].
By this procedure we can derive a closed system of eight independent equations in the
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quantities (φ, φr, φrr, φrqr, φrrr, φrqqr, φrqrr, φrrrr):
φ = 1 + βq2φ2 + aqφrr + aDqφ+ 2dφr
φr = γqφ
2 + bφrr + bD
2
qφ+ 2eDqφr
Dqφr = γφ+ βqφφr + dφrqr + aφrrr + aD
2
qφr + dDqφrr
D2qφr = γpqφ+ βφr + βqφDqφr + dφrqqr + aφrqrr + aD
3
qφr + dDqφrqr
Dqφrr = γprφ+ γφr + βqφφrr + dφrqrr + aφrrrr + aD
2
qφrr + dDqφrrr
φrr = αφ+ γqφφr + eφrqr + bφrrr + bD
2
qφr + eDqφrr
φrqr = αpqφ+ γφr + γqφDqφr + eφrqqr + bφrqrr + bD
3
qφr + eDqφrqr
φrrr = αprφ+ αφr + γqφφrr + eφrqrr + bφrrrr + bD
2
qφrr + eDqφrrr .
(19)
(In [2] we listed ten equations in these variables, but the last two were not linearly
independent from the first eight.) Here we have defined the new variables
α = 2
1−c2 [cosh(2h)− c]
β = 2
1−c2 [cosh(2h) + c]
γ = 2
1−c2 sinh(2h)
a = g
2(1−c2) [cosh h+ c cosh(3h)]
b = − g
2(1−c2) [sinh h− c sinh(3h)]
d = − g
2(1−c2) [sinh h+ c sinh(3h)]
e = g
2(1−c2) [cosh h− c cosh(3h)] .
(20)
The set of equations (19) is completely algebraic, since we can replace the derivative operators
with algebraic functions as in (18).
Note that we can cut down somewhat on the number of undetermined variables by looking
at equations (19) order by order. These give the following relations:
pq = aprr + apqq + 2dpqr
pqq = β + apqrr + apqqq + 2dpqqr
pr = bprr + bpqq + 2epqr
pqr = γ + bpqrr + bpqqq + 2epqqr
pqr = γ + 2dpqrr + aprrr + apqqr
prr = α+ 2epqrr + bprrr + bpqqr .
(21)
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Furthermore, each of these amplitudes may be expressed as a sum of amplitudes in the
original Ising model; for example, pq = e
hpu + e
−hpv = 2(cosh h)pu. We use these relations
to eliminate everything but p1 = pu and p3 = puuu.
It is now a straightforward but tedious exercise to solve the system (19) by deriving a
single quartic equation for φ as a function of q, h, c, g, p1 and p3. The quartic is given by
f4φ
4 + f3φ
3 + f2φ
2 + f1φ+ f0 = 0 , (22)
with
f4 = 2g
2[1− cosh(6h)]q8 ,
f3 = −4g3 cosh(3h)q5
+4g2[cosh(4h) + cosh(2h) + c(3− cosh(6h))]q6
+2g[c2 cosh(9h) + c cosh(7h)− (1 + 3c2) cosh(3h)− (1 + 5c) cosh(h)]q7 ,
f2 = −g4q2 + 4g3[cosh(h)− 2c cosh(3h)]q3
+g2[4c2 cosh(6h) + 12c cosh(4h)− 2(1− 5c) cosh(2h)− (3− 23c2)]q4
+2g[−2c2 cosh(7h)− 2c(1 + 2c) cosh(5h)− (5c+ 13c3) cosh(3h)
+(1− 4c− 19c2) cosh(h)]q5
+2[c3 cosh(8h) + c(2c+ 2c3 + g2) cosh(6h)
+(c+ 2c2 + 5c3 − g2 + 2p1g3) cosh(4h)
+(2c+ 4c2 + 6c3 + g2 − 2p1g3) cosh(2h) + c(1 + 4c+ 2c3 − g2)]q6 ,
f1 = −2cg4 + 2cg3[5 cosh(h) + c cosh(3h)]q
−2cg2[2c cosh(4h) + 4(1 + c) cosh(2h) + (5 + 3c2)]q2
+2g[c2(1 + c) cosh(5h) + c(1 + 6c− 5c3 + 3g2) cosh(3h)
+(6c+ 2c2 − 4c3 − g2 + 2p1g3) cosh(h)]q3
+2[−c2(c− c3 + g2) cosh(6h) + 2c(−c + c3 − 2g2 + p1g3) cosh(4h)
+(−c− 2c2 + c3 + 2c4 + g2 − 2p1g3 − 6cp1g3) cosh(2h)
+(−c + c5 + g2 − 5c2g2 − 2p1g3)]q4
+2g[c2(1− p1g) cosh(7h) + c(1− p1g + 2cp1g) cosh(5h)
+3c(c2 + p1g) cosh(3h)
+(−1 + 4c2 + 2p1g + 2cp1g + c2p1g) cosh(h)]q5 ,
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f0 = 2cg
4 + 2cg3[−c cosh(3h) + (−5 + 2p1g) cosh(h)]q
+g2[2c2(2− p1g) cosh(4h) + 2c(4 + 4c− 3p1g − 3cp1g) cosh(2h)
+(10c− 6c3 + 4p1g − 14cp1g − 3g2 − 4p3g3)]q2
+2g[c2(−1− c+ p1g + cp1g) cosh(5h)
+c(−1 − 6c+ 5c3 − 3p1g + 13cp1g + 3g2 + 4p3g3) cosh(3h)
+(−6c− 2c2 + 4c3 − 4p1g + 13cp1g + 2c2p1g
+c3p1g + 3g
2 + 4p3g
3) cosh(h)]q3
+[2c2(c− c3 + p1g − 3cp1g − g2 − p3g3) cosh(6h)
+2c(2c− 2c3 + 2p1g − 6cp1g − g2 − p1g3 − 2p3g3) cosh(4h)
+2(c+ 2c2 − c3 − 2c4 + p1g − cp1g − 6c2p1g − g2 − 2cg2 + p1g3
+cp1g
3 − p3g3 − 2cp3g3 − p21g4) cosh(2h)
+(2c− 2c5 + 2p1g − 6cp1g + 2c2p1g − 6c3p1g − g2 − c2g2
−2p1g3 − 2p3g3 − 2c2p3g3 + 2p21g4)]q4 .
(23)
The analytic solutions to such an expression are of course rather unwieldy, but fortunately
they are also of little interest to us. Instead, we are interested in the expansion of φ around
the critical point of the model, which encodes the continuum limit of the theory. (See [3] for
a discussion of the extraction of the continuum limit.) The critical values of the quantities
c, g, p1 and p3 are well known [1, 3]:
cc =
1
27
(
−1 + 2
√
7
)
, (24)
gc = 3
−9/2√10
(
−1 + 2
√
7
) 3
2 , (25)
gcp1c =
1
5
(3−
√
7) , (26)
and
gcp3c =
1
100
(−699 + 40 · 7 32 ) . (27)
We would now like to find the critical value of q for any given boundary field h. The
critical point is defined as the radius of convergence of the power series expansion for the
generating function, interpreted physically as the point where boundaries with an infinite
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number of segments begin to dominate. The generating functions for fixed boundary condi-
tions, φ˜fixed(u) in the original model and φ̂fixed(x) in the dual model, obey cubic equations,
and the critical point is simply the value of x or u for which the cubic has repeated roots.
For the quartic this story is slightly more complicated.
Fig. 2 shows a numerically generated plot of the real part of the solutions to the quartic,
as a function of q, for exp(h) = 5/3 and the other parameters at their critical values. Only
three distinct curves are visible, as two of the solutions have identical real parts. At three
points on the graph the curves intersect, representing multiple roots; as q increases, there
is first a triple root, then a double root, and another triple root. To decide which of these
represents the actual critical point, we follow the behavior of the physical solution as q is
increased from zero along the real axis, and look for a branch point (which will indicate the
radius of convergence). From the definition of the generating function we know that the
physical solution is the one which equals one at q = 0. As q is increased, the first triple root
does not represent a branch point for this solution, and is therefore not the critical point. A
similar situation holds for the double root; even though the physical solution is one of the
double roots, one can verify numerically that circling the double root in the complex q plane
does not take you to a distinct Riemann sheet, and hence this value is not a branch point.
The critical value of q is therefore at the second of the two triple roots, as indicated by the
point (c) in the figure.
To discover an analytic expression for the critical value qc, we note that at this point the
quartic can be factored into the form
f4(φ− φ(1))(φ− φ(3))3 = 0 , (28)
where φ(3) is the triple root and φ(1) is the single root. Setting the coefficients of (28) equal
to those of (22) yields a set of equations from which we can eliminate φ(1) and φ(3) to obtain
a single octic equation for qc as a function of h. Happily, this octic factors into the product
of two quadratics (one of which is cubed). It is most conveniently written in terms of qc/gc:
0 = [729 + (z1 cosh 3h+ z2 cosh h)(qc/gc) + (z3 cosh 4h+ 2z3 cosh 2h + z4)(qc/gc)
2]3
×[729 + (z1 cosh 3h+ z2 cosh h)(qc/gc) + (z5 cosh 4h+ 2z5 cosh 2h+ z6)(qc/gc)2] ,
(29)
12
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Figure 2: The four roots of the quartic, as a function of q. The dashed line represents two
roots which are complex conjugates of each other. Moving from left to right, we find the
triple root “a”, the double root “b”, and the triple root “c” which is the critical point. The
physical branch is the one that goes to 1 as q goes to zero.
where
z1 = 54(1− 2
√
7)
z2 = −1458
z3 = 6(10 + 7
√
7)
z4 = 2(262− 11
√
7)
z5 = 18(−16 + 5
√
7)
z6 = 2(784− 83
√
7) .
(30)
The critical point is the solution obtained by setting the cubed quadratic to zero; one root
of the quadratic will be the critical point for h ≥ 0, and the second for h ≤ 0. For h ≥ 0 the
critical value is
qc(h) =
gc(1 + 2
√
7)e3h
1 + (−1 +√7)e2h + (2 +√7)e4h . (31)
whereas for h ≤ 0,
qc(h) =
gc(1 + 2
√
7)e−3h
1 + (−1 +√7)e−2h + (2 +√7)e−4h . (32)
so that although qc(h) is continuous at h = 0, it is non-analytic there.
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The corresponding critical value of φ is
φc(h) =
(3e2h − 1)(1 + (−1 +√7)e2h + (2 +√7)e4h)
10 e6h
(33)
Note that as expected, qc → 0 as h→∞, but φc is finite and non-zero for all h.
4 Continuum limit and disk amplitude
To extract information about the theory in the continuum limit, we analyze the behavior of
the discrete model in the vicinity of the critical point. The coupling constant c is set to the
critical value cc given by (24); deviations from this value would correspond to introducing a
mass for the Majorana fermion in the continuum limit of the Ising model, which we do not
examine in this paper. We then trade the independent variables g and q for new variables t
and z, defined by
g = gce
−ǫ2t ,
q = qce
−ǫz
(34)
where ǫ is a small parameter indicating the distance from the critical point. The expansions
of p1 and p3 in powers of ǫ are then given by
gp1 =
3−√7
5
[
1− 22 + 10
√
7
9
ǫ2t+
51/3(55 + 25
√
7)
36
ǫ8/3t4/3
+
55/3(11 + 5
√
7)
216
ǫ10/3t5/3
]
+O(ǫ4t2) (35)
and
gp3 =
−699 + 40 · 73/2
100
−
4
(
121− 5 · 73/2
)
25
ǫ2t
+
9 · 51/3
2
ǫ8/3t4/3 +
3 · 52/3
4
ǫ10/3t5/3 +O(ǫ4t2) . (36)
These expansions may be substituted into the quartic (22), which may then be solved
for φ as a sum of increasing powers of ǫ. We obtain
φ = φc(h)− 3 + 2(−2 +
√
7)e2h + (1 + 2
√
7)e4h
10e4h
ǫZ
+
1
5 · 27/3α(h) ǫ
4/3Φ +
24/3
(
1 + 4e2h + e4h
)
15α(h) (1− e4h)
[
ǫ5/3 Z (2T + Z2) Φ
Φ2 − (4T )4/3
]
+ O(ǫ2) .
(37)
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where for convenience we have rescaled the variables to
T = 5t (38)
and
Z =
z
α(h)
, (39)
and the function Φ(Z, T ) is given by
Φ(Z, T ) ≡
(
Z +
√
Z2 − 4T
)4/3
+
(
Z −
√
Z2 − 4T
)4/3
. (40)
For h > 0,
α(h) =
e2h
(
1 + e2h
)
1 + (−1 +√7)e2h + (2 +√7)e4h . (41)
but this function is discontinuous at h = 0. If we take the continuum limit in (22) after h is
set to zero (cf. the calculation in [3]), we find that φ is given by (37) with
α(0) =
1√
2(1 +
√
7)
(42)
The universal part of φ is the first non-analytic term, and appears at order ǫ4/3. By
virtue of the discontinuity in α(h), both the numerical coefficient of the universal term, and
the amplitude of φ as a function of z, are discontinuous.
The universal part can be converted into the asymptotic form of the disk amplitude
φ˜(l, a) for fixed boundary length l and disk area a. These forms of the amplitude are related
through a Laplace transform
1
5 · 27/3α(h) ǫ
4/3Φ (z/α(h), 5t) =
∫
dl
∫
da e−zl−taφ˜(l, a) . (43)
Inverting the Laplace transform, we have
φ˜(l, a) =
1
25
√
3π
(α(h)l)1/3(a/5)−7/3e−5(α(h)l)
2/a =
1
25
√
3π
L1/3A−7/3e−L
2/A , (44)
with the rescalings
L = α(h)l, A =
a
5
. (45)
Up to an irrelevant multiplicative constant, this is precisely the form of the disk amplitude
when the boundary conditions are conformal [19, 4, 20, 3] (i.e., with h = 0 or h = ±∞);
however, the boundary length l is rescaled by the factor α(h) which depends discontinuously
on the boundary magnetic field. Note that this amplitude includes an extra factor of l
corresponding to a marked point on the boundary.
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5 Expectation values
Now that we have defined the continuum limit of the model and computed the disk amplitude,
we would like to calculate a number of correlation functions related to the boundary and
bulk magnetizations in the theory. In this section we describe the formalism necessary to
perform such calculations efficiently.
An example of the type of calculation we need to perform is the limiting value of the
boundary magnetization on a disk with a large number of triangles and boundary segments.
The boundary magnetization for a spin on the boundary of a disk with k boundary edges
and n triangles is given by
〈m〉n,k = 〈Tr (e
hU − e−hV )(ehU + e−hV )k−1〉n
〈Tr (ehU + e−hV )k〉n , (46)
where by 〈〉n we indicate a sum over triangulations restricted to geometries with n spins (the
coefficient of gn in an expansion in g). The quantity 〈m〉 is defined to be the large n and k
limit of (46).
More generally, we define the expectation value of an operator in a specified state ψ as
〈A〉 = lim
k→∞, n→∞
〈Aψ〉n,k
〈ψ〉n,k , (47)
where 〈ψ〉n,k is taken to mean the sum over all triangulations, with appropriate weights,
with n triangles and k boundary edges. 〈Aψ〉n,k is the same quantity, but with the weights
adjusted by the operator A.
For the cases we are considering in this paper, ψ is a sum over all triangulations, with
weights determined by the boundary magnetic field. Thus, for zero field, ψ is simply a
sum which is equally weighted for all boundary configurations (free boundary conditions),
whereas for infinite (positive) h, the only boundary configurations with non-zero weight are
those with all spins pointing up (fixed boundary conditions). When A represents a boundary
spin operator, for example, then for each configuration the boundary spin is evaluated at a
particular site, and the weight acquires a ±1 depending on whether that spin is up or down.
When A is a bulk spin operator, the spin is evaluated at a site in the bulk.
The limits in (47) can be understood in terms of the asymptotic behavior of 〈Aψ〉n,k and
〈ψ〉n,k. For large n, k these functions scale asymptotically as
〈ψ〉n,k ∼ g−nc q−kc f(n, k) (48)
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and
〈Aψ〉n,k ∼ g−nc q−kc g(n, k) . (49)
Thus
〈A〉 ∼ lim
k→∞, n→∞
g(n, k)
f(n, k)
. (50)
For large n and k, it is appropriate to replace the number of triangles and boundary edges
by the area and length variables a = ǫ2n and l = ǫk, so that 〈A〉 will appear as a function
of a, l.
The continuum limit of an operator expression of this type can be easily determined by
taking the continuum limits of the quantities 〈ψ〉 and 〈Aψ〉. Consider the continuum limits
of the sums ∞∑
n,k=0
〈ψ〉n,kgnqk (51)
and ∞∑
n,k=0
〈Aψ〉n,kgnqk . (52)
The universal behaviors of these two sums give the Laplace transforms of the two functions
f(n, k) and g(n, k) with respect to z and t. For example
∞∑
n,k=0
〈ψ〉n,kqkgn ∼
∫
dk
∫
dn e−ǫ
2nte−ǫkzf(n, k) = Fu(t, z) , (53)
where the subscript “u” indicates the universal part. In order to recover the functions f
and g, it suffices to perform an inverse Laplace transform on the universal parts Fu(t, z) and
Gu(t, z) of the sums to obtain the functions f˜(a, l), for which
Fu(t, z) =
∫
dl
∫
da e−zl−taf˜(a, l) (54)
and similarly g˜(a, l). Thus
〈A〉 = g˜(a, l)
f˜(a, l)
. (55)
We shall see this explicitly in the following sections.
6 Boundary magnetization
In this section we will apply the discussion above to compute the one- and two-point bound-
ary magnetizations in the presence of a boundary field.
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6.1 One-point boundary magnetization
The boundary magnetization 〈m〉 is given by the large n, k limit of
〈m〉n,k = 〈Tr (e
hU − e−hV )(ehU + e−hV )k−1〉n
〈Tr (ehU + e−hV )k〉n . (56)
We may follow the route described in the previous section to compute 〈m〉. The first step,
the critical expansion of φ in the continuum limit, was given in (37). The other quantity we
need to expand is
ψr ≡ qφr =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr RQk〉qk+1 . (57)
When h = 0, φr vanishes by symmetry. When h 6= 0, we can compute φr(h) by solving a
linear combination of the first two loop equations of (19). From these it follows that
φr =
(
1− e2h
) [
(c− e2h + ce2h + ce4h)(1− φ) + 2p1e2hg − 2φ2q2(1 + e2h + e4h)
]
cq + e2hq + e4hq + ce6hq − 2e3hg , (58)
and hence, expanding and multiplying by qce
−ǫz, we obtain
ψr =
(
e2h − 1
) (
−1 + (3−√7)e2h − (4− 3√7)e4h
)
10 e6h
−
(
e2h − 1
) (
3 + (1 + 2
√
7)e2h
)
10 e6h
ǫ Z
+
(
e2h − 1
) (
3 + (2 +
√
7)e2h
)
5 · 27/3e2h (1 + e2h) ǫ
4/3 Φ (59)
−
24/3
(
3 + (2 +
√
7)e2h
) (
1 + 4e2h + e4h
)
15e2h(1 + e2h)2
[
ǫ5/3 Z (2T + Z2) Φ
Φ2 − (4T )4/3
]
+O(ǫ2) .
The universal part of ψr is equal to that of φ, up to an h−dependent constant. There is
therefore no need to explicitly compute ψ˜r(a, l), the inverse Laplace transform of ψr(Z, T ),
in order to determine the boundary magnetization. We need only compute the ratio of the
universal parts to get the l and A independent result (for h > 0)
〈m〉 = ψ˜r
φ˜
=
(
e2h − 1
) (
3 + (2 +
√
7)e2h
)
(
1 + (−1 +√7)e2h + (2 +√7)e4h
) . (60)
Note that 〈m〉 is independent of l and A, and is continuous at h = 0. (Note also that the
expression given in [6] contains a typographical error in the numerator.)
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Figure 3: Boundary magnetization 〈m〉 as a function of boundary field h in flat space (dotted
line) and on a random surface (bold line)
In this particular case, there happens to be a simple argument that gives 〈m〉 more
directly than the computation outlined above. In the large k limit
〈Qk〉n ∼ qc(h)−kg−nc f(n, k) . (61)
Differentiating both sides with respect to h, we obtain
k〈Qk−1R〉n ∼ k
[
−qc(h)−(k+1)q′c(h)f(n, k) +O(1/k)
]
g−nc , (62)
from which it follows directly that in the large k limit,
〈m〉 = −q
′
c(h)
qc(h)
=
(
e2h − 1
) (
3 + 2e2h +
√
7e2h
)
1 + (−1 +√7)e2h + (2 +√7)e4h , (63)
where we have used (31) for qc(h). This confirms the result obtained in (60).
A graph of the boundary magnetization is shown in Fig. 1 (bold curve). As expected,
with no field the magnetization is zero, and for an infinite field the magnetization is 1. This
result is compared with the boundary magnetization on a half-plane in flat space, computed
by McCoy and Wu [7] (dashed curve). Whereas in flat space the magnetization scales
as h ln h for small h, leading to a divergence in the magnetic susceptibility at the critical
temperature, on a random surface we find that the magnetization is linear at h = 0, with a
finite susceptibility
χ = ∂h〈m〉|h=0 = 1 + 2
√
7
3
. (64)
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6.2 Two-point boundary magnetization
Having computed the magnetization at a single point on the boundary of the disk in the
presence of a boundary magnetic field, we would now like to compute the correlation between
two spins on the boundary of the disk, which are separated by k and l edges in the two
directions around the boundary. To compute the two point magnetization,
〈m2〉 = 〈Tr (e
hU − e−hV )(ehU + e−hV )k(ehU − e−hV )(ehU + e−hV )l〉n
〈Tr (ehU + e−hV )k+l+2〉n , (65)
we need expressions for
Σ(q1, q2) ≡ q1q2σ(q1, q2) (66)
where
σ(q1, q2) =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
l=0
〈Tr RQkRQl〉qk1ql2 , (67)
and for
ρ(q1, q2) =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
l=0
〈Tr Qk+l+2〉qk+11 ql+12 . (68)
Again, using the loop equation techniques of [2], one can derive the following set of equations
for σ (here, a derivative Dqi denotes a combinatorial derivative as in (17), where all variables
other than qi are held constant):
σ(q1, q2) = bD
2
q1
φ¯(q1, q2) + e (Dq1σ(q1, q2) + Dq2σ(q1, q2)) + αφ(q1)φ(q2)
+γφ¯(q1, q2) (φ(q1)q1 + φ(q2)q2) + bσr(q1, q2)
φ¯(q1, q2) = bD
2
q2φ(q2) + 2eDq2φr(q2) + bφrr(q2) + aD
2
q1φ¯(q1, q2)q1
+d (Dq1σ(q1, q2) + Dq2σ(q1, q2)) q1 + γφ(q1)φ(q2)q1
+γφ(q2)
2q2 + βφ¯(q1, q2)q1 (φ(q1)q1 + φ(q2)q2) + aq1σr(q1, q2)
φ(q1) = 1 + aD
2
q1φ(q1)q1 + 2dDq1φr(q1)q1 + aφrr(q1)q1 + βφ(q1)
2q1
2
φ(q2) = 1 + aD
2
q2
φ(q2)q2 + 2dDq2φr(q2)q2 + aφrr(q2)q2 + βφ(q2)
2q2
2
φr(q1) = bD
2
q1
φ(q1) + 2eDq1φr(q1) + bφrr(q1) + γφ(q1)
2q1
φr(q2) = bD
2
q2φ(q2) + 2eDq2φr(q2) + bφrr(q2) + γφ(q2)
2q2 ,
where
σr(q1, q2) =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
l=0
〈Tr RQkRQlR〉qk1ql2 (69)
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and
φ¯(q1, q2) =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
l=0
〈Tr QkRQl〉qk1ql2 . (70)
It is easily verified that φ¯(q1, q2) is given by
φ¯(q1, q2) =
q1Dq1φr(q1)− q2Dq2φr(q2)
q1 − q2 . (71)
An expression for σ(q1, q2) in terms of φ(q1), φ(q2) and p1 and p3 can be obtained by solving
these equations. The expression is too long to be included here. On the other hand ρ(q1, q2)
can be directly expressed in terms of φ(q1) and φ(q2) in a very simple way as
ρ(q1, q2) =
q2q
2
1D
2
q1φ(q1)− q1q22D2q2φ(q2)
q1 − q2 = 1 +
q2φ(q1)− q1φ(q2)
q1 − q2 . (72)
Armed with expressions for σ(q1, q2) and ρ(q1, q2), it is then straightforward, if rather
tedious, to obtain the critical expansions of Σ and ρ. They are given by
Σ(Z1, Z2, T ) = σc +
(
e2h − 1
)2 (
3 + (2 +
√
7)e2h
)2
20 · 21/3e4h (1 + e2h)2
[
Φ(Z1, T )− Φ(Z2, T )
Z1 − Z2
]
ǫ1/3 +O(ǫ2/3)
(73)
and
ρ(Z1, Z2, T ) = ρc +
1
20 · 21/3 α(h)2
[
Φ(Z1, T )− Φ(Z2, T )
Z1 − Z2
]
ǫ1/3 +O(ǫ2/3) . (74)
As in the case of the one-point magnetization, the universal parts of Σ and ρ depend on
Z1, Z2, and T in the same way. Consequently, the ratio of the Laplace transforms of these
universal parts will simply be the h-dependent ratio of the universal parts themselves. It
follows that the two-point boundary magnetization,
〈m2〉 = Σ˜
ρ˜
=
(
e2h − 1
)2 (
3 + (2 +
√
7)e2h
)2
(
1 + (−1 +√7)e2h + (2 +√7)e4h
)2 , (75)
is precisely the square of the one-point magnetization. We find an absence of polynomial
corrections to this result (at least to the first subleading order), indicating that correlations
between boundary spin operators decay exponentially, as one would expect in analogy with
the flat space theory.
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7 Bulk magnetization
The expectation value of the bulk magnetization in the presence of a boundary magnetic
field, on a disk with boundary length k and area n, is given by
〈M〉 = 〈Tr (e
hU + e−hV )k · Tr (U − V )〉n
〈Tr (ehU + e−hV )k · Tr (U + V )〉n . (76)
This can be evaluated by considering cylinder amplitudes with one boundary having a bound-
ary magnetic field, and the other with a single boundary edge. The second boundary rep-
resents a marked point on the bulk. Although the second boundary corresponds to only a
single edge rather than 3 edges as would be appropriate for a triangle corresponding to a
single spin, this distinction should not be relevant in the continuum limit where the bound-
ary becomes pointlike. Again, a quantity such as (76) can be computed by the method of
loop equations [3].
To compute the magnetization, we require two punctured-disk amplitudes:
τ(h) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr (ehU + e−hV )k · Tr (U − V )〉qk (77)
and
λ(h) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr (ehU + e−hV )k · Tr (U + V )〉qk . (78)
As in (14), we define functions related to τ but with additional words corresponding to
sequences of spins on the outer boundary:
τw(q,r)(q) =
∞∑
k=0
〈Tr w(Q,R)Qk · Tr (U − V )〉qk . (79)
The first step in computing the bulk magnetization is now to derive a set of eight inde-
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pendent equations which close on the quantities (τ, τr, τrr, τrqr, τrrr, τrqqr, τrqrr, τrrrr):
τ = 2βq2φτ + aqτrr + aDqτ + 2dτr + cqqφ
τr = 2γqφτ + bτrr + bD
2
qτ + 2eDqτr + crφ
τrr = ατ + γq (τφr + φτr) + eτrqr + bτrrr + bD
2
qτr + eDqτrr + crφr
Dqτr = γτ + βq (τφr + φτr) + dτrqr + aτrrr + aD
2
qτr + dDqτrr + cqφr
D2qτr = γ (pqτ + tqφ) + βτr + βq (τφr + φτr)+
dτrqqr + aτrqrr + aD
3
qτr + dDqτrqr + cqDqφr
Dqτrr = γ (prτ + trφ) + γτr + βq (τφrr + φτrr)+
dτrqrr + aτrrrr + aD
2
qτrr + dDqτrrr + cqφrr
τrqr = α (pqτ + tqφ) + γτr + γq (τDqφr + φDqτr)+
eτrqqr + bτrqrr + bD
3
qτr + eDqτrqr + crDqφr
τrrr = α (prτ + trφ) + ατr + γq (τφrr + φτrr)+
eτrqrr + bτrrrr + bD
2
qτrr + eDqτrrr + crφrr ,
(80)
where
tq ≡ 〈Tr Q · Tr (U − V )〉, tr ≡ 〈Tr R · Tr (U − V )〉 . (81)
As before, pq = 〈Tr Q〉, pr = 〈Tr R〉, and the various constants take the same values as in
(19).
The equations (80) can now be used to express τ(h) as a polynomial function of φ(h).
However, this equation will also contain a number of unknown correlation functions tq, tqq,
tqqq, tr, trr and trrr, some of which appear explicitly in (80) and some of which arise from
the derivatives of τ , since
Dqτ = q
−1(τ − 1) ,
D2qτ = q
−2(τ − 1− tqq) ,
(82)
and so on. As in the computation of φ, these correlation functions can be reduced to a much
smaller number of unknowns by expanding (80) order-by-order. It turns out that after using
all the relations in (80) (cf. (21)), two extra relations are required between
tu ≡ 〈Tr U · Tr U〉, tuuu ≡ 〈Tr U3 · Tr U〉,
tv ≡ 〈Tr V · Tr U〉, tvvv ≡ 〈Tr V 3 · Tr U〉.
(83)
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The first extra relation comes from the calculation in [3] of the critical expansion of
w0 ≡ 1
2
〈Tr (U − V ) · Tr (U − V )〉 = tu − tv , (84)
which is given by
w0 =
1 + 2
√
7
5
(
1 + 52/3ǫ4/3t2 +O(ǫ2t3)
)
. (85)
The second relation is obtained by differentiating the matrix integral expression for p1 with
respect to g:
∂gp1 =
tuuu + tvvv
3
. (86)
Then
∂gp1 =
∂tp1
−3gǫ2t2 (87)
can be used to obtain the critical expansion of ∂gp1.
Armed with these extra relations, we have all the information required to expand τ in ǫ.
We obtain
τ =
24/3gc(1 + 2
√
7)2(1 + (−1 +√7)e2h + (2 +√7)e4h)Z
15e2h(1 + e2h)(Φ(Z, T ) + (4T )2/3)
ǫ−1/3 +O(ǫ0) . (88)
As discussed in Sec. 5, the quantity of interest is the inverse Laplace transform of the universal
part of τ , given in this case by
τ˜ (L,A) =
(1 + 2
√
7)2gc
50
√
3π
L2/3A−5/3e−L
2/A . (89)
Here, we have introduced rescaled area and boundary length parameters as in (45).
It is much easier to compute the critical expansion of λ(h) since it is directly related to
φ(h) via
λ(h) = ∂gφ(h) . (90)
This gives an expansion
λ =
22/3(−1 + 2√7)(1 + (−1 +√7)e2h + (2 +√7)e4h)Λ(Z, T )
81gce2h(1 + e2h)
ǫ−2/3 +O(ǫ−1/3) , (91)
where
Λ(Z, T ) =
(Z −√Z2 − 4T )1/3 − (Z +√Z2 − 4T )1/3√
Z2 − 4T . (92)
The leading term in λ has an inverse Laplace transform
λ˜(L,A) =
(−1 + 2√7)
5 · 37/2πgc L
1/3A−4/3e−L
2/A . (93)
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The bulk magnetization in the continuum limit is then given by
〈M〉 = τ˜(L,A)
λ˜(L,A)
= L1/3A−1/3 . (94)
The numerical values of the coefficients of τ˜ and λ˜ have exactly cancelled. Although it
may appear that the magnetization can be greater than one, this formula is valid in the
continuum limit, for which A ∼ L2 ≫ 1. We also notice that this form of the magnetization
is independent of h except for the dependence on the scaling factor α(h) incorporated in L.
At h = 0, this magnetization is discontinuous and vanishes. One nice feature of this result is
that it correctly reproduces the scaling behavior expected after the magnetization operator
has been gravitationally dressed according to the KPZ/DDK description of Liouville theory
[21, 22]. The gravitationally dressed scaling dimension of the bulk magnetization field is
∆ = 1/6. By analogy with the flat space theory we expect that the bulk magnetization
should scale as 〈M〉 ∼ d−2∆ where d is a measure of the distance from the boundary. This
is precisely the behavior seen in (94), since A/L has dimensions of length.
8 Discussion
Let us summarize the implications of the results we have derived in the previous sections.
8.1 Renormalization group flow
In Section 4 we computed the disk amplitude in the presence of a boundary magnetic field as
a function of the disk area a, the boundary length l, and the boundary field h. We discovered
that the result could be written in terms of the two variables A = a/5 and L = α(h)l, in
which case the disk amplitude took on precisely the form of the analogous function when
the boundary conditions are conformally invariant. Thus, the effect of a boundary field on
this amplitude amounts to a rescaling of the boundary length by an h-dependent factor. In
Section 7, meanwhile, we found that the bulk magnetization as a function of a, l and h could
also be expressed in terms of A and L, and that its functional form was the same as in the
presence of an infinite boundary field.
Taken together, these results imply the existence of an RG flow to the conformally in-
variant boundary condition with an infinite boundary field; h is a relevant operator which
goes to ±∞ in the infrared (in this context, as the disk area and length grow large). Further
evidence is provided by the discontinuity in the rescaling function at h = 0: any imposed
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boundary field, no matter how small, leads to magnetization in the bulk of the same form
as that expected in the presence of fixed boundary conditions.
A related phenomenon has previously been derived for the flat-space Ising model on a
half-plane geometry [7, 8, 9]. Again, one can compute the magnetization of a point in the
bulk in the presence of a boundary field; however, rather than depending on the area of
the surface and length of the boundary (both of which are infinite for the half-plane), the
magnetization is a function of the distance from the boundary. (In quantum gravity, where
we sum over all geometries, it would be conceivable but much more difficult to compute any
quantity as a function of, say, minimum geodesic distance from the boundary. Computing
anything “at a fixed point” is even more problematic, and not really well-defined in the
absence of additional fields.) Chatterjee and Zamolodchikov [9] show that the asymptotic
form of the bulk magnetization depends on the distance from the boundary as y−1/8 in the
presence of any nonzero boundary field, just as it does for fixed boundary conditions [23].
Our results demonstrate that this RG flow is preserved in an appropriate form after coupling
the theory to quantum gravity.
8.2 The dual picture
As discussed in Section 2, the Ising model on a random lattice can also be formulated in the
dual picture, in terms of matrices X and Y , where X denotes an edge separating two equal
spins and Y an edge separating two opposite spins. We have seen in the introduction that
the change of variables
U → 1√
2
(X + Y )
V → 1√
2
(X − Y )
(95)
in the action for the Ising model leads to the dual action. Thus any calculations in the
original model can be reinterpreted in terms of the dual model. We shall now discuss the
duals of our results for the boundary and bulk magnetizations in the presence of a boundary
magnetic field.
First, let us discuss the boundary conditions corresponding to the weights
〈Tr Qn〉 = 〈Tr (eh(X + Y ) + e−h(X − Y ))n〉 = 〈Tr (cosh(h)X + sinh(h) Y )n〉 (96)
where we have dropped factors of
√
2 for notational simplicity. In the dual variables, h = 0
corresponds to fixed boundary conditions, while h = ±∞ corresponds to the two types of
free boundary conditions, (X ± Y )n. Thus, in this picture h plays the role of a “boundary
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dualities
X+Y, X-YU+V
fixed b.c’s
free b.c’s
U, V
Ising dual Ising
Figure 4: The duality map that interchanges free and fixed boundary conditions. Note that
for the Ising model, there are two fixed states and only one free state, whereas the opposite
is true of the dual model.
freedom field” rather than a boundary magnetic field. In the limit h → 0 the boundary
condition is fixed (all X ’s), while in the limits h→ ±∞, the boundary conditions are a pair
of free boundary conditions with different signs in the weights assigned to configurations
with an odd number of Y ’s on the boundary. These fixed and free boundary conditions
in the dual model are of course precisely the Kramers-Wannier duals of the free and fixed
boundary conditions of the spin representation. Correspondingly [11], a spin operator in the
original variables is transformed into a disorder operator in the dual variables.
Our results in Sec. 6 for the boundary magnetization can thus be reinterpreted as a
calculation of the expectation value of the boundary disorder operator. We see that as
the boundary freedom field is increased, so the expectation value of the boundary disorder
operator
〈d〉n,k = 〈Tr (e
h(X + Y )− e−h(X − Y ))(eh(X + Y ) + e−h(X − Y ))k〉
〈Tr (eh(X + Y ) + e−h(X − Y ))k+1〉
=
〈Tr (sinh(h)X + cosh(h) Y )(cosh(h)X + sinh(h) Y )k〉n
〈Tr (cosh(h)X + sinh(h) Y )k+1〉n (97)
tends to 1. At h = 0 the boundary condition is fixed and so, by symmetry, the boundary
disorder must vanish.
The dualization of the calculation of the bulk magnetization goes along similar lines, and
we conclude that the bulk disorder in the presence of a boundary freedom field is given by
the expression
〈D〉 = L1/3A−1/3 (98)
except when d = 0, when the bulk disorder also vanishes identically. There is a striking
consequence of this result. In the Ising model in U , V variables, the coupling of a boundary
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magnetic field was seen to induce renormalization group flow from free to fixed boundary
conditions. On the other hand, when a boundary freedom field is coupled in the dual
formulation of the model, the renormalization group flow is from fixed to free boundary
conditions. This change in the direction of the renormalization group flow is a natural
consequence of the Kramers-Wannier duality of the system. The duality symmetry implies
that the ground state degeneracies of the free and fixed states are swapped under the duality
transformation, and so the reversal of RG flow is consistent with Affleck and Ludwig’s g-
theorem [12]. In general, one expects that the RG flow of the theory should be towards the
conformal boundary condition with smaller degeneracy, so it is natural that the direction of
the flow switches under the duality transformation. As we see, this result seems to hold in
the theory equally well after coupling to quantum gravity.
8.3 The effects of gravity
On any fixed lattice, the introduction of an external magnetic field on the boundary leads
to a direct effect on the Ising spins, as there are no other degrees of freedom with which to
interact. It is therefore natural to expect that coupling to quantum gravity, which introduces
the local geometry as an additional degree of freedom, will lead to quantitative changes in
the response of the spins to the boundary field, and indeed this is what we have observed.
The calculation of the boundary magnetization in Section 6 can be compared with the
results that have been obtained in flat space by McCoy and Wu [7]. They find that the
magnetization scales as h ln h for small h, and as a result, the magnetic susceptibility χ
diverges at the critical temperature. On the other hand, we have seen in (64) that the
magnetic susceptibility at the critical temperature is finite when the Ising model is defined
on a random lattice. It seems likely that the exact numerical value (64) of the magnetic
susceptibility χ depends on the discretization scheme we have used, and is not universal.
However, we expect the fact that χ is a finite constant to be universal (independent of the
specific discretization scheme chosen), although in the absence of calculations in alternative
schemes, this remains a conjecture.
The effect of gravity is therefore to soften the initial impact of the boundary field. It is
natural to interpret this softening as being due to the interaction between the spins and the
geometry; the coupling between spins and the boundary field changes the relative weighting
of different geometries, which changes in turn the effect of the neighboring spins on any
one boundary site, leading to a more gradual increase in the boundary magnetization as a
function of boundary field.
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(a)                                                   (b)
Figure 5: The relative weight of geometries of different shapes changes with boundary mag-
netic field h. Roughly speaking, for large h, geometries of type (a) are suppressed relative
to type (b).
A related aspect of our results is that the bulk magnetization is seen to decrease when
a nonzero boundary magnetic field is increased (at least asymptotically, for large areas). At
first this seems implausible, and indeed at a fixed point in flat space, the bulk magnetization
cannot behave in this way. However, the sum over geometries provides a possible explanation
for this unusual effect. The expectation value of a spin in the bulk naturally depends not only
on the magnitude of the boundary field, but also on the average distance of the point from
the boundary. Therefore, the decrease in the bulk magnetization can arise if the boundary
field alters the relative weights of different geometries in such a way as to move a typical
interior point further away from the boundary (as in Figure 5).
We have therefore verified that a number of features of the Ising model in flat space are
maintained in the presence of quantum gravity, while also demonstrating that the dynamical
geometry does have a measurable effect. It would be interesting to check more directly that
the explanations we have given for these phenomena are correct, for example by numerical
simulation methods such as those described recently in [24].
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